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From exam 2017: 
“Describe and explain the central concept(s) and how they are used in 
the research article”

Learning outcomes: 
• can review academic literature to identify relevant theories and concepts 

and use them to analyze and discuss empirical data.
• describe the role of theory in guiding research and as outcome of 

research



Overarching knowledge goals: 
• Understand what Information Systems (IS) theory is

• Technological systems
• Social system
• Relationships between the two

• Have knowledge of theories that are used and developed 
in IS
• Natural science, social science and design science

• Being able to apply IS theory in your own thinking, 
writing, and future work practice

(Shirley Gregor, "The Nature of Theory in Information Systems")



• What do we mean by a ‘concept’? Exemplify with Sanner 2014
• What do we mean by ‘theory’?
• What is the role of concepts and theories in research?
• What is the relation between theory and data?

Assignment:



Assignments

• On your own:
• Write for 5 minutes

• In groups
• Take a round where everyone says what they have written
• Discuss the different answers

• In plenum
• Plenum discussion



• What do we mean by a ‘concept’? Exemplify with Sanner 2014
• What do we mean by ‘theory’?
• What is the role of concepts and theories in research?
• What is the relation between theory and data?

Assignment:



So what is a theory?
• Suggestions from the group discussion



But what is a theory?
• Many different definitions

– Physics: the term theory is generally used for a mathematical 
framework—derived from a small set of basic postulates that is 
capable of producing experimental predictions for a given 
category of physical systems (Wikipedia)

– Science in general: Falsification, generalizability
– Some people don’t even want to call their theory a theory (ANT)
– Parts of IS: Relations between concepts and explanations of 

these relations
– “Theoretical perspective: the philosophical stance informing the 

methodology and providing context for the process and 
grounding its logic and criteria” (lecture)





A way to think about theory

• A theory is a general and abstract account of something 
that is logically coherent

• A theory of X is a general, abstract, and logically coherent 
account of X that might take a variety of forms such as 
typologies, conceptual frameworks, models, or other 
descriptions or propositions

• Ref: Schatzki 2001, Alter 2018, Grue 2015



Concrete and Specific

Abstract and General Technology

A hammer A computer A car

Theories of technology

“a general and abstract account of something”



Concrete and Specific

Abstract and General Theory on Digital Platforms

Android iOS Amazon Web Services



Function of theory
• Why do we use theory?

• Use 5 minutes to write down some points as to why we use theory



Function of theory
• Understand and explain something concrete through something 

general and abstract
– Example: Uber -> theory of transaction platforms -> Understand Nabobil
– Frame data

• Provides us a perspective on what we seek to understand
– Android as something purely technical, or as Android as something 

sociotechnical
– By using a theory, parts of what we study gets foregrounded, other 

aspects get backgrounded
• Entails that we can learn from one place to another

– If you understand digital business strategy, you can apply it in your own 
venture

• Generating hypotheses
• Test the theory using data



Two types of theories
• Phenomenon-specific theory:

– Theory developed and used to understand specific phenomena 
within Information Systems

– Example: digital platforms, digital transformation, innovation, 
integration

• Grander theories:
– Theory developed to understand general social phenomena 

(social structures, role of language), used to understand specific 
phenomena within Information Systems

– Example
• Economics (understanding of markets). We can understand Uber by 

using theories from economics, two-sided markets 
• Institutional Theory: Why are organizations sometimes very hard to 

change, even though we introduce new technology? (ex. University)



From Terje Sanner's presentation



• What are the characteristics of the BankId case that makes it 
relevant to be studied as an information system? 

• What is the P and what is the C (from the model) in the 
BankId paper?

• 10 minutes in groups
• Padlet … (write in English)

Assignment:



• Can one or more of the concepts from Sanner et al. 2014 be 
applied to the case? If so, how?

• Is the study presented in the paper relevant for others than 
those implementing a BankId/eID systems? If so, how?

• 15 minutes in group

Assignment:



Assignments for seminar 3:

• Read the two following articles:
• Li and Nielsen, 2019, Making usable generic software. A matter of global or local design?

• Allen A. 2019, Lost in translation: Epic goes to 
Denmark, https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/06/epic-denmark-health-1510223

• Assignment Question:
• Explain the central concepts in Li and Nielsen's article

• From a usability perspective, name three challenges you might encounter when implementing 
a generic health information system, you are welcome to use examples from the articles.

• Prepare for peer feedback in two weeks:
• 10 minutes of peer feedback during the seminar


